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DIANNE JOY GUISE 
 
 

 
 
 
 

MLA Wanneroo 10 February 2001–6 September 2008 (ALP). Deputy Speaker of Legislative 
Assembly 2001–2008. Member Procedure and Privileges Committee 2001–2008; Education 

and Health Standing Committee 2005–2007. 
 
 
Following the February 2001 state election new Labor Premier Dr Geoff Gallop soon made 
history with the unopposed nomination of Dianne Guise as the Deputy Speaker of the 
Legislative Assembly.1 This was the first time a woman had filled this role, but as she was a 
newly elected member for the seat of Wanneroo, she faced the immediate challenge of coming 
to grips with the standing orders of the chamber. She was quickly appointed to membership of 
the Procedure and Privileges Committee where she remained for two terms of Parliament. Her 
electorate of Wanneroo in the so termed ‘northern mortgage corridor’ of Perth, is known for 
its electoral volatility. The district was and is in a growth region with a highly mobile 
population and an escalating enrolment, which made representation a challenge. In the 1990s 
the electorate had changed party representation in 1993 and Iain Maclean succeeded Wayde 
Smith as the Liberal member in 1996. In turn MacLean lost the seat to Dianne Guise in 2001 
who then defeated Paul Miles in 2005, only to lose the seat to him by 321 votes when seeking 
a third term.  
 
Dianne Guise was born as Dianne Joy King on 29 October 1952 in Melbourne, Victoria. Her 
father Oswald King was a drilling superintendent and her mother was Daphne King (nee 
Gould). Dianne received her schooling at several primary schools and Oberon High School, 
Belmont, in Victoria, before arriving in Western Australia in 1970 and marrying Stuart Guise 
on 27 August 1977. While working as an administrator and bookkeeper in small business, 
including Bike World and Access Machines between 1993 and 1996, she also became 
involved in a wide range of organisations, including foundation membership of Emily’s List. 
Significantly, she rose to be the President of the Western Australian Council of State School 
Organisations (WACSSO), which was established as far back as 1921 to represent the voice of 
parents and citizens associated within government schools.  

1  WAPD(LA), 1 May 2001, p. 20. 
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As President of WACSSO Dianne said, ‘I cut my political teeth as an education lobbyist.’ In 
fact she indicated ‘I owe a debt of gratitude to the former Minister for Education, Hon Norman 
Moore, for suggesting political motivation when I had none at the time.’ As a person with a 
good sense of humour she even offered ‘to pay for the first drink in the Member’s Bar by way 
of saying thanks’.2 Politics was not something to which she aspired as a young woman, but 
she recounted how ‘it seemed to find me—a young mother with a passionate desire to receive 
the best education possible’ for her young children.3 Dianne joined the ALP in 1994 and was 
president of the Joondalup city sub-branch and secretary of the Moore electorate, 
unsuccessfully contesting the seat of Joondalup at the 1996 state election. In the next five 
years before her 2001 election Dianne also worked as an assistant to the Hon John Cowdell, 
when he was Chairman of Committees in the Legislative Council and was an electorate officer 
to Labor Senator Jim McKiernan from late 1998 to early 2001. Upon election, she expressed 
appreciation for the guidance and support offered to her by both Cowdell and McKiernan as 
well Jackie McKiernan (nee Watkins) (q.v.), also a former member for Wanneroo. Some other 
ALP colleagues mentioned included state and federal members like Graham Edwards and 
Ruth Webber, with the latter said to be ‘a mentor and friend’. Others mentioned in her 
Inaugural Speech included dedicated Labor movement and community people who worked 
tirelessly throughout the campaign, not the least of all was Andrew McCann, her ‘stalwart 
doorknocking companion who stuck it out in all weather’.4 Important, too, were husband 
Stuart and children, Daniel and Carly. Sadly, though, her husband died in 2005 during her 
second term in Parliament. 
 
In her Inaugural Speech Dianne acknowledged and paid respect to the Nyoongah people and 
looked forward to working with members ‘of this place’ to bring changes that would provide 
certainty with regard to native title for the Indigenous people of Western Australia. She 
believed it was possible to ‘move forward as a reconciled people to ensure that all Australians 
achieve self-determination and are able to participate fully in our community and civic life, 
thereby defending the democratic practices which allow us to live together in tolerance and 
peace’.5 In her first address Dianne sought to emphasise ‘that public education has not 
received a fair go in recent years’. This led her to share a statement of principles developed at 
a Victorian summit of education, community, welfare, union and political organisations and 
concerned individuals. Public education was regarded as ‘vital to the future economic, social, 
cultural and intellectual development of our nation and its citizens’. It should be available to 
all and adequately funded by state and commonwealth Governments, which reflected the value 
placed on every child and young person in our society as the basis ‘of an informed, active, fair 
and democratic society’.6 The statement had elements in common with the Hobart (1989), 
Adelaide (1998) and later Melbourne (2008) education declarations signed by the state and 
territory education Ministers.  
 
Dianne had thought the State Grant (Primary and Secondary Education Assistance) Bill 2000 
‘did not provide much hope for public schools’7 with increasing commonwealth funding going 
to private schools. Encompassed in her priority for education was the need to raise the status 
of teaching and leadership roles for women. Education, she declared, was particularly 

2  WAPD(LA), 2 May 2001, p. 37. 
3  Ibid., p. 36. 
4  WAPD(LA), 2 May 2001, p. 39. 
5  Ibid., p. 36. 
6  Ibid., p. 37. 
7  Ibid., p. 38. 
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important for women and girls ‘to have greater choices in life’.8 She added that ‘[h]aving 
identified a need for greater choices for women, it is time that the reality of inequity in pay 
and conditions for women was addressed’.9 Following reference to the existing legislation, 
literature and research, Dianne contended ‘we are challenged to redress the widening gap by 
enshrining equal remuneration for work of equal value as a minimum condition of 
employment, allowing for claims for work based on comparable value’. In her view ‘that 
challenge should be met not only by my female colleagues and me but also by all male 
members in this place’.10  
 
In her first address Dianne also told the Legislative Assembly ‘it would be remiss of me not to 
comment on the need for law reform to end the discrimination that currently exists in Western 
Australia towards gay people in our community. The current laws are draconian and totally 
unacceptable.’11 This issue was still being debated after Dianne had left the Parliament 
although some legislative changes had been made. At the time she stated:  
 

I welcome the end of sexual discrimination and look forward to a more socially just State and a 
community that cherishes and nurtures all of God’s children, not just some of them.12 

 
Another equity issue which Dianne raised in her Inaugural Speech was the weighting of 
country votes, sometimes known as malapportionment, which applied to both the Legislative 
Assembly and Legislative Council. As she said: 
 

My electorate covers 681 square kilometres, making it the largest state metropolitan seat, with 
37 720 electors. That population is almost 400 per cent greater than the population in some 
other electorates. This is a disgraceful situation that unfairly devalues my constituents’ 
democratic power. The Wanneroo electorate deserves better than that, and Labor will deliver.13  

 
During her period in Parliament the one vote, one value constitutional change was delivered 
by the Labor Government in 2005 for the Legislative Assembly. While this led to a statewide 
quota for all lower House seats, modified by a large district allowance, new provisions in the 
electoral legislation still enabled electoral numbers to grow in a particular district after the 
redistribution of seats had taken place. By the time of the 2008 election it meant that 
Wanneroo, with a rapid expansion of new enrolments, was again the largest electorate in the 
state, in terms of the number of electors. Given that she represented the district with the largest 
number of voters and with a high degree of voter mobility, it was not surprising that she 
successfully moved an amendment to the Electoral Act in 2008 to expand the definition of 
‘prescribed information’ to include an elector’s birth date. This was to have the effect of 
providing state parliamentarians, as was available for their federal counterparts, the scope to 
help build their databases.14 
 
As the Member for Wanneroo, Dianne was relentless in her quest to improve the services and 
infrastructure for her district. She took advantage of every opportunity to put the case for her 

8  Ibid. 
9  Ibid. 
10  Ibid. 
11  Ibid. 
12  Ibid., p. 39. 
13  WAPD(LA) 2 May 2001, p. 39. By October 2002 the figure had risen to 42 000 and was ‘growing at 

a rate of knots’.  
14  WAPD(LA), 18 June 2008, p. 4110. 
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community, for example, the range of topics she addressed in response to the Premier’s 
Statement in early 2006. Noting the Labor Government’s decision to raise the school leaving 
age, she commended the number of new schools for Wanneroo and the expansion of 
apprentice and traineeship programs in the growing northern suburbs. She also advocated the 
need to embrace the Reid health review including the expansion of the Joondalup Health 
Campus, ‘which cannot come soon enough’.15 As part of this development she sought the 
construction of a new dental clinic and an increase in the number of mental health beds. She 
also spoke of the water needs of the district including the previously ‘very neglected’ 
Gnangara mound, as well as the prospects of ocean power technology. The transport needs of 
the district were given emphasis, with particular reference to the congestion at the intersection 
of Kingsway and Wanneroo Roads, particularly when some 7 000 to 8 000 are attending 
netball at the Kingsway stadium. Several light industrial project initiatives were also 
mentioned.16 Later when speaking about daylight saving for Wanneroo residents, Dianne 
revealed that she was one of those people who had previously voted no, but after surveying 
her constituents and preparing a newsletter on the topic setting out the claims she supported a 
yes vote, which was the result recorded in Wanneroo at the May 2009 referendum.17  
 
Apart from Wanneroo constituency concerns, Dianne spoke in the Legislative Assembly on a 
vast range of matters including more contentious issues such as surrogacy. She had some 
concerns about the related legislation, including a child becoming ‘a football in a court case,’18 
but ultimately said ‘[w]hy should people in this state be denied the ability to be parents and to 
love, nurture and cherish a child or children ... [hence] I unashamedly urge members to 
support this legislation’.19 Dianne was acknowledged as invariably fair and reasonable during 
the performance of her parliamentary duties, including committee roles, which reflected her 
general demeanour and was in concert with the example she sought to provide to members as 
Deputy Speaker. Not surprisingly, she strongly advocated the adoption of a member’s code of 
conduct for the Legislative Assembly, including an amendment by Elizabeth Constable to add 
to the intent of the code.20 Unfortunately, she observed it was true that not all members bother 
to learn the standing orders. 
 
With Speaker Fred Riebeling retiring at the end of the thirty-seventh Parliament, there was the 
prospect of Dianne becoming the first woman Speaker (or presiding officer in Western 
Australia). Sometimes, though, if the so termed ‘swing’ against your party ‘is on’, electoral 
defeat thwarts the parliamentary avenue to ‘make a difference’. Unfortunately for Dianne, this 
is what happened as Labor lost office and she lost her own seat. Nevertheless, after the 2008 
state election, she soon returned to public life by winning a seat at the 2009 Wanneroo City 
Council local government elections. This meant her continued membership of a host of 
business, educational, environmental, safety and sporting organisations in the municipality. 
What also continued was her dedication to public life.  
 
 

15  WAPD(LA), 7 March 2006, p. 97. 
16  Ibid. p. 98. 
17  WAPD(LA), 31 October 2006, p. 7888. 
18  WAPD(LA), 5 September 2007, p. 4842. 
19  WAPD(LA), 8 May 2007, p. 1777. 
20  WAPD(LA), 28 August 2003, p. 10684. 
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Reflections by the Member on Her Parliamentary Career 
 
Being a member of Parliament offers both exciting opportunities and challenges in varying 
degrees. 
 
I remember my first day in the Parliament distinctly, newly elected, taking on the role of 
Deputy Speaker and thanking my lucky stars that I had at least had a little idea of how the 
place worked, having spent some time as an assistant to the Chairman of Committees in the 
Legislative Council, Hon John Cowdell.  
 
My maiden speech was therefore somewhat of a breeze, compared to sitting in the Speaker’s 
chair for the first time. This was indeed a steep learning curve and I was lucky to have both the 
Speaker Fred Riebeling and President John Cowdell to help mentor and guide me. 
 
Consideration in detail and Estimates were my favourite times, although I have to confess to 
getting some real enjoyment out of chairing question time on the odd occasion. The late Hon 
Phillip Pendal sent me a note the first time saying ‘you look like you’re having too much of a 
good time—best alert the Speaker!’ I quickly learnt that concentration, staying calm, 
considered and fair were all required skills, not to mention the ability to ‘stare down’ those 
who sought to intimidate, and yes, there were a few. 
 
Interesting how many of the men, struggled with the words ‘Madam’ Deputy Speaker.  
 
I often used to think it was a pity the public didn’t get to see more of the Parliament in action, 
other than just the five minute grab on the nightly news of Question Time. During 
consideration in detail of Legislation for example, it’s possible to witness real collaboration 
across the benches from time to time. Parliament is not always akin to a gladiators pit; 
friendships can be made and kept and members can work together—our committee system is 
evidence of this.  
 
Estimates was another favourite, hard work for those of us chairing the sessions, but there was 
fun to be had. A few of us decided to come up with some very special questions for the new 
agricultural Minister to test his knowledge—it was late at night and as the session was nearing 
completion and the serious business of estimates at an end, the questions were put, we had him 
stumped momentarily so his response ‘Can I have 50–50 or phone a friend?’ was hilarious and 
he proved to be a good sport.  
 
Parliament is a place of equal opportunity and there is, or should be genuine respect for 
women sharing the same role and responsibility as their male counterparts. However, there 
were instances of some pretty poor behaviour during my time in the Parliament and no, it’s not 
acceptable or funny to undo a woman’s bra or sniff a chair, but what I found equally appalling 
were those who were prepared to brush off behaviour such as this as some sort of acceptable 
larrikin behaviour. 
 
On the flip side I was privy to some very real compassion and support when my husband 
Stuart died; he gave me strength, was my greatest supporter and provided ‘the wind beneath 
my wings’. My children and I truly appreciated the support given by Premier Geoff Gallop, 
parliamentary colleagues from both sides of the chamber and staff who rallied around during 
this difficult time.  
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It was a real privilege to represent the people of Wanneroo as part of the Gallop Government 
and a challenge. I used to joke that every Minister was a winner, I had them all covered and 
no-one could escape, such was the need in my diverse and fast growing electorate. I loved that 
it had a rich Indigenous and early pioneer history and that whilst we were on the frontier of 
mortgage belt growth, fighting for infrastructure and services, we were also fighting to 
maintain our important food growing industry, the precious Gnangara mound water source and 
our local environment. My only regret is that I wasn’t able to convince my colleagues to 
embrace waste water recycling in a more timely fashion.  
 
Being a member of Parliament can be hard work and the days and nights are long. There were 
times that I recall being home and falling asleep over legislation. New to planning, a 
metropolitan region scheme amendment was sure to do the trick, which I find somewhat ironic 
as I discovered a passion for planning matters as an MP—an interest that continues today.  
 
And yes, we did manage a few all-nighters in the Parliament. It’s a bit weird to experience the 
sun coming up the next day and not particularly fun when you are expected to chair. I 
remember being due to resume the chair at 3.00 am and thinking I’ll just stay in my office for 
20 minutes to rest and watch the monitor as the member speaking will definitely take all their 
allotted time, so it’s unlikely a division will be called. That was my last thought until I found 
myself sitting in the chamber with my reading glasses in one hand and the TV remote in my 
other, just goes to show you how well trained some of us were in responding to the bells! 
 
I met some amazing people during my time in Parliament and it’s the people that make a 
difference mostly ordinary people doing extraordinary things to support their community, 
more often than not without acknowledgement or thanks. It’s about people like Cheryl and 
Peter Meehan, who lost their daughter Jess after she was hit by a drunk driver and fought with 
dignity and courage for new legislation. It’s about sitting in Parliament late at night in the 
public gallery supporting people whose lives have been deeply affected by events and 
legislation that impacted upon their lives and wanting to ensure there’s a better future for 
others. It’s about being privileged to meet Dr Frene Ginwala, who worked with the African 
National Congress and Nelson Mandela in exile to bring an end to apartheid in South Africa, 
who went on to become the first Speaker of the National Assembly of the South African 
Government. 
 
I am thankful that I was given an opportunity to contribute. I live for the day when I see an 
end to discrimination, equal pay for women, a vibrant, well-resourced public education 
system, increased infrastructure and services for Wanneroo, waste water recycling and perhaps 
even ocean power technology! 
 
I trust the people of Wanneroo think I served them well and that I made the most of the 
opportunities given to me to meet the challenges head on.  
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